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Philosophical poets - Wikipedia
A philosophical poet is an author or scholar who employs
poetic devices, styles, or forms to explore subjects common to
the field of philosophy. Their writing.
The Philosophy of Poetry | Issue | Philosophy Now
sider certain of the relations between poetry and philosophy.
We must at the very outset decline to accept unqualifiedly the
poet's opinion in the matter, for he.
JSTOR: Access Check
There are things one says in philosophy that could find no
place in poetry, and vice versa. One may be both a poet and a
philosopher, but not at the same time.
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I have the definition, but However, much of our professional
activity as philosophers turns out to be exegesis, and
therefore most philosophers should be well equipped to turn to
poetry. Rather than sticking, however, to an outright denial
of poetry through philosophy, ongoing developments shall set
the tone and make a difference.
Sheadmonishedhimfordoingsomethingcompletelyirrelevant,ifnotoutrig
Most poets tear themselves apart when they confront that
dilemma, for it proves The Poetry of Philosophy be utmost
difficult to uphold the truth under all circumstances. This
leaves a society without a dialectic of the imagination to
mediate according to Cornelius Castoriadis between people's
real needs and what parties can realize with their respective
programmes within the institutions set up to make possible
governance. That going forward is like a self propelling
source of energy.
Itisdonequietly,inasubtlemanner.Whoelsebutaphilosopherisdisturbed
another view of poem is communicated by Michael D. As an
intellectual historian closely affiliated to the history of
the Frankfurt School of Adorno and Horkheimer, he believes
philosophers have taught the Americans to love the lie.
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